
Project 17 - More LaTex

Objectives: Learn more about using LaTex.
Outcome:

• A page of some more advanced LaTex output.

1. Setup and Resource

1. The main resource we’ll use for understanding LaTex:

http://www.artofproblemsolving.com/Wiki/index.php/LaTeX:About

There are additional resources under Course Documents - TeX Resources.

2. Open up a command window: Under Start choose Run... Type in ’cmd’ and in the window that (eventually) pops-up, type D: to
set the directory to the My Documents directory. You’ll type the command ’pdflatex filename.tex’ in this window (with filename
replaced by the name of the file)

2. To Do and Turn In

1. Errors: Download the ’errors.tex’ file from Online@UT into your ’My Documents’ folder, open it with notepad++ (right click
on the document) (notepad++ will show the line numbers which will be helpful.) Now go into the command window and type
’pdflatex errors.tex’. You should get an error message. Your goal in the part of the project is to remove all the errors and make
the output look appropriate.

Take your time reading the errors and try to make sense of what they are saying. Also note that sometimes and error is not
realized until later in the file, so if you can’t find an error on the line listed, look for an error in the lines above.

When you finally get no errors, look over the resulting pdf carefully and make sure that there are no errors in the results. Fix
those as well.

2. Features: To use TeX you have to be willing to go out and figure out the right resource or command that will let it do what you
want it to do. You can use resources that we’ve mentioned before or you can just google for them. Create a LaTeX file that
contains the following elements:

(a) Double-spaced text. Make up your own paragraph of text and Increase the spacing between the lines.

(b) An image. It can be any type of graphics file and (hint) you may have to use a package.

(c) A table of data. Make up your own data which should be a mix of text and numbers and you make sure that the data lines
up appropriately.

(d) A sequence of aligned equations with no line numbers. It should be a series like A=B, =C, =D, etc. aligned with the equals
sign.

(e) A footnote. Both the raised number and the note at the bottom of the page.

3. Submit both ’.tex’ and ’.pdf’ files for the errors part and the features part.

4. For the next Project: Look through your notes or math books and bring a page containing both text and mathematical
expressions with the math both in-line and set apart in display mode. For the next project you’ll write the LaTeX to reproduce
the page and turn in a copy of the original and the pdf you produce.

5. If there’s a survey, please do it.
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